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A R T I C L E  I N F O             

INTRODUCTION 
 

India is a cultivated country and about 70% of the population 
depends on agriculture. Farmers have large range of diversity 
for selecting various suitable crops and finding the suitable 
pesticides for plant. Disease on plant leads to the significant 
reduction in both the qualityand quantity of agricultural 
products. The studies of plant disease refer to the studies of 
visually observable patterns on the plants. Monitoring of 
health and disease on plant plays an important role in 
successful cultivation of crops in the farm. In ea
monitoring and analysis of plant diseases were done manually 
by the expertise person in that field. This requires tremendous 
amount of work and also requires excessive processing time. 
The image processing techniques can be used in the plant 
disease detection. In most of the cases the disease symptoms 
are seen on the leaves, stem and fruit. The plant leaf for the 
detection of disease is considered which shows the disease 
symptoms [1,2]. 
 

The image processing could be used in the field of agric
for several applications. It includes detection of diseased leaf, 
stem or fruit, to measure the affected area by disease, to 
determine the color of the affected area. Pepper cultivation is 
one of the most remunerative farming enterprises in India. 
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            A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Images convey relevant data and information in biological sciences. Digital image 
processing and the image analysis technology have a vital role in biology and agricultural 
sectors. Automatic detection of plant diseases and cultivation of healthy plants is of great 
importance. In the case of a plant, the term disease is defined as any impairment happening 
to the normal physiological function, producing characteristic symptoms. The studies of 
plant diseases refer to studying the visually observable patterns of a particular plant. The 
identification of plants, leaves, stems and finding out the pests or diseases, or its percentage 
is found very effective in the successful cultivation of crops. The naked eye observation is 
the approach adopted by many of the farmers for the detection and i
diseases. It requires continuous monitoring and found less useful on large farms. Also, the 
farmers are unaware of non-native diseases. With the aid of imaging technology the plant 
disease detection systems automatically detect the symptoms that appear on the leaves and 
stem of a plant and helps in cultivating healthy plants in a farm. These systems monitor the 
plant such as leaves and stem and any variation observed from its characteristic features, 
variation will be automatically identified and also will be informed to the user. This paper 
provides an evaluative study on the existing disease detection systems in plant.

 
 
 
 

country and about 70% of the population 
depends on agriculture. Farmers have large range of diversity 
for selecting various suitable crops and finding the suitable 
pesticides for plant. Disease on plant leads to the significant 

yand quantity of agricultural 
products. The studies of plant disease refer to the studies of 
visually observable patterns on the plants. Monitoring of 
health and disease on plant plays an important role in 
successful cultivation of crops in the farm. In early days, the 
monitoring and analysis of plant diseases were done manually 
by the expertise person in that field. This requires tremendous 
amount of work and also requires excessive processing time. 
The image processing techniques can be used in the plant 
disease detection. In most of the cases the disease symptoms 
are seen on the leaves, stem and fruit. The plant leaf for the 
detection of disease is considered which shows the disease 

The image processing could be used in the field of agriculture 
for several applications. It includes detection of diseased leaf, 
stem or fruit, to measure the affected area by disease, to 
determine the color of the affected area. Pepper cultivation is 
one of the most remunerative farming enterprises in India.  

Black pepper is the most commonly used spice in the world. 
Its successful growth was reported in areas where the 
temperature ranges from 15-400ºC. The pepper plants give the 
better cultivation if sufficient requirement is provided [2,3]. 
Plant disease is one of the main causes which degrade the 
quantity and quality of the product. The naked eye observation 
by the experts is approach usually taken in identification and 
detection of plants [4,5]. This approach is time consuming in 
huge farms or land areas. This pap
of image processing techniques in detection and identification 
of plant diseases in the earlier stages and thereby the quality of 
the product could be increased.
 

System Design 
 

The Fig1 gives the general description of system b
diagram in which each block has following description.
 

This system is divided in to 5 sections as follows.
 

 Image Acquisition: We are taking pepper plant leave 
images from Google   search engine, those images are 
used as input images for image pre

 Image Processing: Image Processing is a method to 
perform some operations on an image, in order to get an 
enhanced image or to extract some useful information 
from it. It is a type of signal processing in which input 
is an image and output may be
or feature associated with that image.
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better cultivation if sufficient requirement is provided [2,3]. 

the main causes which degrade the 
quantity and quality of the product. The naked eye observation 
by the experts is approach usually taken in identification and 
detection of plants [4,5]. This approach is time consuming in 
huge farms or land areas. This paper discusses the importance 
of image processing techniques in detection and identification 
of plant diseases in the earlier stages and thereby the quality of 
the product could be increased. 

The Fig1 gives the general description of system block 
diagram in which each block has following description. 

This system is divided in to 5 sections as follows. 

We are taking pepper plant leave 
images from Google   search engine, those images are 
used as input images for image pre-processing. 

Image Processing is a method to 
perform some operations on an image, in order to get an 
enhanced image or to extract some useful information 
from it. It is a type of signal processing in which input 
is an image and output may be image or characteristics 
or feature associated with that image. 
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 Image Segmentation: It is the process of partitioning a 
digital image in to multiple segments (sets of pixels, 
also known as image objects).The goal of segmentation 
is to simplify or change the representation of an image 
in to something that is more meaningful and easier to 
analyze. 

 Feature Extraction: Feature extraction is the process of 
defining a set of features, or image characteristics, 
which will most efficiently or meaningfully represen
the information that was important for analysis and 
classification. Feature extraction involves reducing the 
amount of resources required to describe a large set of 
data. 

 Disease Detection: Using above mentioned procedures, 
we are going to find the disease. 

 

Working 
 

The proposed system implement by using MATLAB software, 
figure 1 shows the complete architecture of the proposed 
system. There are two phases namely testing phase and 
training phase, in both the phases input is pepper plant leaves 
we are taken. 
 

Contrast enhancement: It is a process that makes the image 
features stand out more clearly by making optimal use of the 
colours available on the display or output device, contrast 
manipulations involves changing the range of values in an 
image in order to increase contrast. 
 

K-means clustering color based Segmentation
 

K means clustering is a method through which a set of data 
points can be partitioned   in to a several disjoint subsets 
the points in each subset are deemed to be ‘close’ to each other 
(according to some metric). A common metric at least when 
the points can be geometrically represented, is your bog 
standard Euclidean distance function. The ‘K’ just refers to the 
number of subsets desired in the final output. In turns out this 
approach is exactly what we need to divide our image in to a 
set of colors. 
 

Figure 1 Block diagram showing the complete architecture of the project
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Block diagram showing the complete architecture of the project 

In this case the data points are colors and t
is some measure of how different two colors are, our task is to 
group these colors in to a given number of sets and then 
calculate the mean color of each set.
 

The most common algorithm used for k
called k-means algorithm. We are going to create a set of 
objects called centroids, each of which defines a single unique 
cluster. 
 

Feature vector database contains the features of the leaves 
getting while training phase. 
 

System Requriment Analysis 
 

Fig 2 Flow chart for

1. Give the no of cluster value as k.
2. Randomly choose the k cluster centers
3. Calculate mean or center of the cluster
4. Calculate the distance b/w each pixel to each cluster 

center 
5. If the distance is near to the center then move to that 

cluster. 
6. Otherwise move to next cluster.
7. Re-estimate the center. 
8. Repeat the process until the center doesn't move

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3 Flow chart of Artificial Neural Network

In this case the data points are colors and the distance function 
is some measure of how different two colors are, our task is to 
group these colors in to a given number of sets and then 
calculate the mean color of each set. 

The most common algorithm used for k-means clustering is 
orithm. We are going to create a set of 

objects called centroids, each of which defines a single unique 

Feature vector database contains the features of the leaves 

 
 

Flow chart for K means cluster 
 

Give the no of cluster value as k. 
Randomly choose the k cluster centers 
Calculate mean or center of the cluster 
Calculate the distance b/w each pixel to each cluster 

If the distance is near to the center then move to that 

Otherwise move to next cluster. 

Repeat the process until the center doesn't move 

 
 

Flow chart of Artificial Neural Network 
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A classification problem deals with associating a given input 
pattern with one of the distinct classes. Patterns are specified 
by a number of features (representing some measurements 
made on the objects that are being classified) so it is natural to 
think of them as d-dimensional vectors, where d is the number 
of different features. This representation gives rise to a concept 
of feature space. Patterns are points in this d-dimensional 
space and classes are sub-spaces. A classifier assigns one class 
to each point of the input space. The problem of classification 
basically establishes a transformation between the features and 
the classes. The optimal classifier is the one expected to 
produce the least number of misclassifications. 
 

 Image acquisition and Pre Processing – Pre-
processing is done by Contrast Stretch. 

 Segmentation - is carried out by advanced K means 
for color images 

 Feature Extraction   - Feature extraction is by color 
co-occurrence method for generation of statically 
features (GLCM) 

 Classification: Classification is done by ANN. 
 

RESULTS 
 

The system will divided in to 5 main sections, they are image 
acquisition, image processing, image segmentation, feature 
extraction and disease detection. Image acquisition is the input 
part here will take the input images from database. Image 
processing will extract some useful information from input 
image. Processing of image will convert color image to grey 
images like Hue, Saturation a 
 

 
 

Fig 4 Input and Output Images of Pepper Leaf and Output is Healthy Leaf 
 

 
 

Fig 5 Processed Images of pepper leaf 

 
 

Fig 6 Input and Output Images of Pepper Leaf and Output is Bacterial Blight 
 

 
 

Fig 7 Processed images of pepper leaf 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

An image processing algorithm is considered for detection and 
identification of disease in pepper plant leaves. The set of 
pepper plant leaves are taken to find out the disease. The 
algorithm gives better results and healthy and unhealthy plants 
can be differentiated with the help of this algorithm. This 
algorithm helps in identifying the presence of diseases by 
observing the visual symptoms seen on the leaves of the plant. 
The MATLAB software is used to develop the proposed 
algorithm, the software helps farmers to identify disease in 
early stage or later stage, with help of this, farmers can identify 
disease and by applying proper medicines, they can improve 

Table No 2 The Plant Pepper Healthy and Diseased 
Leaves 

 

Sr. No Leaf number Results 
1 Leaf 5 Healthy Leaf 
2 Leaf 11 Healthy Leaf 
3 Leaf 9 Healthy Leaf 
4 Leaf 13 Healthy Leaf 
5 Leaf 28 Bacterial Blight disease 
6 Leaf 22 Healthy Leaf 
7 Leaf 32 Bacterial Blight disease 
8 Leaf 45 Bacterial Blight disease 
9 Leaf 44 Bacterial Blight disease 

10 Leaf 12 Healthy Leaf 
11 Leaf 30 Bacterial Blight disease 
12 Leaf 26 Bacterial Blight disease 
13 Leaf 38 Bacterial Blight disease 
14 Leaf 1 Healthy Leaf 
15 Leaf 18 Healthy Leaf 
16 Leaf 48 Bacterial Blight disease 
17 Leaf 39 Bacterial Blight disease 
18 Leaf 12 Healthy Leaf 
19 Leaf 8 Healthy Leaf 
20 Leaf 10 Healthy Leaf 
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their quantity of yields as well as quality. This also helps 
farmers to avoid the diseases for further spreading. 
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